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Why OpenVEX?

● Let’s start with why VEX
○ Lots of reasons, but we care about vulnerability management and false positives
○ Let’s use this example:

■ grype cgr.dev/chainguard/node



Follow along at home!



Let’s see what that CVE is



Link to the patch



Huh, that looks like PHP…



Then Why Does Grype Think This Is In Node?



CPEs

cpe:2.3:a:events_project:events:*:*:*:*:*:bigtree_cms:*:*



So Now What?



A VEX Statement



An Aside…

Why did a CVE just get reported a few weeks ago for a personal project that was 
last updated in 2018 with 1 star and it’s not clear if anyone is using it?
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So that’s Why VEX, Why OpenVEX?

● For this to work, we need scanners to implement VEX and trust our VEX 
statements - for our images

○ This requires a signing/attestation framework
● No scanners seem to support any VEX frameworks today

○ Our customers/users use snyk, grype, trivy, twistlock
● CSAF is large, unwieldy, and doesn’t have working libraries in the languages 

we need
○ Philosophically, we prefer simple standards that do one thing well

● CDX supports VEX, but it not very usable for folks in the SPDX ecosystem
○ The documents can be generated standalone from an SBOM, but the toolchain is CDX centric

● VEX as a whole is incredibly new, let’s start fresh and get this right.



Doesn’t this fragment things?

● Meh, not really. There isn’t much of anything to fragment
○ 0/3 == 0

● There will be multiple formats no matter what, and users can pick which they 
prefer

● The CISA WG **just** published a definition for “what it means to be VEX”, 
and anything that implements that can be translated



● We eventually intend to propose OpenVEX as an international standard 
(through ISO, IETF, or similar).

● OpenVEX is governed by the Community Specification process, which 
provides the necessary patent protections for specifications (above and 
beyond just normal CC and Apache/MIT licenses).

● International standard status and patent protections are a deal blocker for 
many organizations, and also a requirement for the OSSF.

Also - Licensing/Patents



OpenVEX Roadmap

● Make the spec!
● Work with OSS projects to produce VEX documents

○ Starting with our own or ones we help maintain
● Work with a few scanners to implement the spec and flesh out the trust model

○ Why should I trust this?
○ How do I configure what VEX sources I trust?
○ How do I see the individual entries and override them?

● Get more projects and scanners to support OpenVEX documents!
● Rinse and repeat!



VEX + SBOMS

Two technologies that work 
hand-in-hand to secure your 
software supply chains. 


